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Engineering Manager 
 
Lead a talented group of engineers at an established, growing Chicago area technology company.  As the Engineering 
Manager, tech lead, you will manage your team against measurable goals, contribute to product strategy, and help 
develop and grow the UICO engineering team.   You will be involved in hardware and software development, design, 
testing, and product launch of touchscreen products.   If you have strong leadership  
abilities, exceptional project management and organizational skills, and proven product development successes, you 
will thrive in a fast-paced work environment. 
 

JOB FUNCTIONS: 
 Serve as the overall leader of the engineering team including the Mechanical, Hardware/Firmware and 

Software areas of the firm. 
 Drive delivery schedule and accountability among the engineering team. 
 Coordinate and collaborate with the operations (local and overseas), quality, and business development teams 

to meet company goals. 
 Manage and develop the technology roadmap. 
 Develop and launch new product and product extensions into the market. 
 Scope, create and execute on time and on budget. 
 Manage companies IP portfolio. 
 Modify team structure including managing new hires and contract labor and realignment of full-time resource 

as needed. 
 Write performance reviews and solve internal challenges as they arise. 
 Strong communication skills, particularly technical communication to outward facing groups. 

 

DESIRED SKILLS AND EXPERIENCE: 
 BS in EE, CE, CS, or ME is required.  MSEE is preferred. 
 5 or more years of experience in engineering management for product development. 
 Possess a high level of understanding of embedded systems and analog signal processing. 
 Demonstrated success in leadership of new product development. 
 Strong communication skills, particularly technical communication to outward facing groups. 
 Experience mentoring junior engineers. 
 Sense of urgency and ownership. 
 Process-oriented and with an eye towards improving the engineering process. 
 Experience managing in a startup and entrepreneurial environment is preferred. 

 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: 
 Full time Position. 
 Experience – Mid Senior Level Experience. 
 Functions – Project Management, Management, Engineering. 
 Industries – Electronic/Electronic Manufacturing, LCD, touch and computer hardware. 
 Location – Elmhurst, IL (Chicago area). 
 Some travel may be required to customer and manufacturing facilities (up to 20%). 

 
 
 
 


